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“W

hat you need to be an engineer is a passion for solving
problems,” said Steve Burrows, answering a question
from a high-school student immediately following the Canadian premiere of Dream Big: Engineering our world, a visuallystunning and uplifting film screened in the IMAX dome theatre at the Ontario Science Centre in Toronto on February 17.
Burrows, executive vice president and the U.S. director of buildings for
WSP located in San Francisco, was on hand for the screening, which was filled
with local middle and high school students.
With over 30 years of experience in engineering buildings, including Apple’s planned headquarters in Cupertino, Calif. and the Beijing Olympic
Stadium (the Bird’s Nest), Burrows is featured in the film while exploring the
engineering marvel of the Great Wall of China. He told the audience that the
resilience of the structure is in part due to the sticky rice compound that was
used in binding the large bricks together.
The 40-minute documentary, produced in partnership with the American
Society of Civil Engineers and Bechtel Corp., celebrates the human ingenuity
behind engineering projects. The film is designed to serve as a vehicle to
drive students towards STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math)
programs, offering up a fresh perspective on engineering with the aim of
inspiring kids, especially girls, towards careers in engineering.
In my personal conversations with professional engineers over the past two
months, I hear a recurring theme of how consulting engineers undersell their
role in society. This movie serves to highlight that critical role engineers play
by showcasing a variety of projects.
“Keeping people safe has always been the heart and soul of engineering,”
says the film’s narrator, actor Jeff Bridges, at one point early in the film. Broken into various project-based segments, scenes in the documentary include
engineers studying the aerodynamics of the 128-storey Shanghai Tower and
engineers explaining new desalination and wastewater treatment facilities in
drought-stricken California.
The emphasis on female role models includes a piece on the design and
construction of foot bridges in Haiti, undertaken by Avery Bang, a female
engineer who builds bridges in underdeveloped countries.
Another segment includes Menzer Pehlivan, a Turkish-American, who's
filmed traveling to study the aftermath of the devastating earthquake in
Nepal and working on projects to engineer safer buildings in seismic zones.
Another storyline follows Angelica Hernandez, a Mexican immigrant turned
leading Arizona engineer, who volunteers with an award-winning robotics
club at the Phoenix-area high school she attended.
Beyond the motion picture, the filmmakers along with its partners have
produced educational materials for schools to reinforce the message.
From what I’ve discovered, engineers are proud of the projects they work
on, and initiatives like this film will help to sell their story to the world. I
would recommend seeing the film and taking a school-age child with you.

Doug Picklyk
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CODES

Ryerson

NRC to upgrade
building codes

Aerial rendering of new Ryerson Centre for Urban Innovation.
BUILDINGS

Ryerson’s newest building
Ryerson University in Toronto unveiled the design for its Centre for
Urban Innovation building, a research, incubation and commercialization hub focused on solutions to
urban infrastructure issues. Designed
by Moriyama & Teshima Architects,
the Centre will provide 40,000 sq. ft.
of research and fabrication space.
Designed to LEED silver, it preserves
an original three-storey historic building with two additions.
Pilot project targets
carbon neutral design
Part of EllisDon’s Carbon Impact Initiative, the company is redeveloping
the historic 53,000 sq. ft. kiln building
at Evergreen Brick Works in Toronto.
Targeting a carbon neutral design,

Carbon-neutral project.

modifications will include low temperature radiant floor heating; high
performance glazing combined with a
chilled floor and natural ventilation;
solar panel and ground source pump
systems; flooring and landscape design for flood management; and, an
enclosure on the west elevation to address temperature control for yearround events.
WATERWORKS

Port Mann water supply tunnel
delivering drinking water
south of the Fraser River
After almost six years of construction
Metro Vancouver’s $240-million Port
Mann Water Supply Tunnel is now
delivering drinking water to residents
south of the Fraser River.
Located more than 30 metres
under the Fraser River bed, the new
tunnel more than doubles the capacity of the old water main and improves earthquake and river erosion
resiliency.
“This was one of the most challenging and rewarding projects we’ve
ever built,” said Darrell Mussatto,
chair of Metro Vancouver’s Utilities
Committee in a release. “Our engineering and construction team came
up with innovative solutions to tunnel through difficult terrain, at exceptional depths and under extreme

www.canadianconsultingengineer.com
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Remembering
Peter Willings

H.H.
Angus
and Associates
announced the
passing of Peter
Peter Willings
Willings, Chief
Engineer (Emeritus) in January
2017. Willings joined the firm in
1963, becoming a principal and
Chief Mechanical Engineer, and
continuing to contribute in a
knowledge management role until
just before his death. Highlights
of his 54-year career include the
2-million-sq.-ft. Royal Bank Plaza,
Toronto’s SkyDome (now the
Rogers Centre), the TD Centre,
the Eaton’s Centre Dundas Tower,
and the Canary Wharf/Docklands
development in London, England.
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BUSINESS

Diamond Schmitt opens
Vancouver practice

Ana Maria Llanos, senior associate
with Diamond Schmitt Architects
leads the Vancouver-based team.

continued on page 8

Photo by Tom Arban (CNW Group/EllisDon Corp.)
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The National Research Council
(NRC) along with Infrastructure
Canada will be upgrading codes,
specifications, guidelines, and
assessment tools for buildings
and infrastructure projects in
reaction to climate change. Over
the next five years, the NRC will
conduct research, evaluations, as
well as risk analyses to develop
new solutions. New specs and
guidelines will be ready as soon
as 2020.
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ronto Pearson International Airport,
is moving ahead with plans for a regional transit centre whereby multiple
transit lines would converge directly
across from the airport terminals.
The proposed centre will connect
lines including: Eglinton Crosstown
West LRT; Mississauga Bus Rapid
Transit; Finch West LRT; Regional
Express Rail on the Kitchener line;
and the Province of Ontario’s HighSpeed Rail concept.
Proposed regional transit centre at Toronto
Pearson.
CREDIT: (CNW Group/Greater Toronto Airports Authority)

groundwater pressures.”
The team consisted of Metro Vancouver and McNally Construction
Inc.-Aecon Constructors Joint Venture, with construction management
provided by Hatch Infrastructure.
Design and engineering services
were provided by the Fraser River
Tunnel Group, which comprised
Ausenco Engineering Canada, McMillen Jacobs Associates and Golder
Associates.
TRANSPORTATION

Regional transit hub
proposed for Pearson
The Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA), the operator of To-

Three teams vying for
Hwy 401 Tunnel project
Infrastructure Ontario and Metrolinx issued a Request for Proposals
(RFP) to three shortlisted teams to
design, build and finance the Highway 401 Rail Tunnel project for work
required at the Highway 401/409 intersection to accommodate GO Transit expansion along the Kitchener
Corridor under Metrolinx’s Regional
Express Rail (RER) program.
The scope of work includes the
construction of a second tunnel under
Highway 401/409 to accommodate
two tracks, future signaling and communications infrastructure, as well as
replacing footings of retaining walls
that support the ramp from eastbound Highway 409 to eastbound

PEOPLE

Ben Chan joins Sterling
Cooper NDY Vancouver

Senior associate
Ben Chan has
been appointed
to work alongside
Canadian director
George Steeves
Ben Chan
in
managing
and leading the Vancouver
office of Sterling Cooper NDY.
With experience at NDY offices
in London and Melbourne, Chan
brings his electrical engineering
and
senior
management
capabilities to Canada, expanding
the firm's service offering.
GREEN RATING

LEED for transit

The U.S. Green Building Council
and Green Business Certification
Inc. have announced a new LEED
green building rating system
pilot designed for existing transit
systems: LEED v4 Operations and
Maintenance (O+M): Transit.

continued on page 13
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CHAIR’S MESSAGE

Achieving the right balance with risk and liability

D

ecisions made by consulting engineers directly impact the outcome of
projects. Every day with little credit
and fanfare, we improve public safety, safeguard the environment, save clients money
and help generate wealth. Unfortunately,
on those rare occasions when projects do
not go as planned, we can receive a great
deal of blame and fanfare. This is reflected in contracts
that have a significant imbalance of risk and reward.
The level and type of responsibility an engineer should
reasonably assume when agreeing to contract terms is an
ongoing discussion in our sector. Accepting risk can be a
valid commercial opportunity provided that: (1) the risks
are clearly identified; (2) the consultant has the ability and
contractual authority to manage and mitigate the risks; and
(3) there is appropriate remuneration. However, some contracts often contain clauses that assign liabilities that are
disproportionate to the scope of work or the remuneration

to the consultant. For a host of reasons, some firms will
nevertheless sign these contracts, whether it be a question of
not appreciating the level of liability they are accepting,
being unable to negotiate alternate terms with their clients,
or not having access to the right resources to protect themselves.
To assist our members with ensuring appropriate limits
of liability, ACEC-Canada has developed a suite of standard
contracts in collaboration with industry leaders in fields
such as engineering, business, law, and insurance. These
documents, which are recognized industry standards, help
protect a firm from unfair risk and can be easily downloaded from the association’s website. ACEC and many
provincial associations have also established business practice committees, send contract advisories and educate clients on fair liability. However, the best risk management
strategy for a consulting engineering firm is still to be selective about which projects to pursue.
RICHARD TILLER, M.ENG., P.ENG., FEC
CHAIR, ACEC BOARD OF DIRECTORS

MESSAGE DU PRÉSIDENT DU CONSEIL

Entre prise de risque et juste part de responsabilité :
où est la juste mesure?

L

es décisions prises par les ingénieurs-conseils ont des
répercussions directes sur l’issue d’un projet. Chaque
jour, sans tambour ni trompette, nous améliorons la
sécurité du public et la protection de l’environnement;
nous permettons à nos clients de faire des économies et
nous contribuons à la croissance économique. Malheureusement, il suffit d’un seul projet qui ne se déroule pas
comme prévu pour qu’on nous lance la pierre sur la place
publique. D’ailleurs, les contrats témoignent de ce déséquilibre entre risque et gratification.
Au sein de notre secteur, on débat continuellement de
la part de responsabilité qui devrait revenir à l’ingénieur
au moment de la signature d’un contrat, notamment du
niveau et du type de risque qu’il devrait assumer. D’un
point de vue commercial, il peut être avantageux
d’accepter le risque, mais à trois conditions : 1) les risques doivent être clairement définis; 2) l’ingénieur-conseil doit avoir la capacité et l’autorité contractuelle de
gérer et d’atténuer les risques; 3) l’ingénieur-conseil doit
recevoir une rémunération conséquente. Malheureusement, dans certains contrats, on retrouve des clauses attribuant à l’ingénieur des responsabilités qui ne sont pas
proportionnelles à sa rémunération ou à la portée des
travaux. Pour une multitude de raisons, certaines firmes

signeront quand même ces contrats—que ce soit parce
qu’elles n’évaluent pas le niveau de responsabilité auquel
elles s’engagent, qu’elles ne puissent négocier d’autres
conditions avec leurs clients, ou qu’elles n’aient pas accès
aux ressources compétentes pour se protéger.
Pour aider ses membres à assumer la stricte part de
responsabilité qui leur revient, l’AFIC-Canada a mis au
point une série de contrats-types, en collaboration avec
des chefs de file de plusieurs secteurs—notamment le
génie, les affaires, le droit et les assurances. Ces documents, qui correspondent à des normes reconnues dans
l’industrie, contribuent à mettre les firmes à l’abri d’une
prise de risque démesurée. Ils peuvent être facilement téléchargés depuis le site Web de notre association. L’AFIC
et bon nombre d’associations provinciales ont également
créé des comités chargés des pratiques commerciales. De
plus, ces associations fournissent des conseils en matière
de contrat et sensibilisent leurs clients au concept de «
juste part de responsabilité ». Toutefois, pour une firme
de génie-conseil, la meilleure stratégie de gestion du risque reste encore de se montrer sélective quant aux projets
qu’elle accepte de réaliser.
RICHARD TILLER, M.ING., ING. P., FIC
PRÉSIDENT DU CONSEIL D’ADMINISTRATION
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By Steven Wilson, Vice-President, Architects &
Engineers Underwriting, ENCON Group Inc.

The Ins and Outs of Limitation of Liability Clauses

A

s design consultants, one of the
most important things you can
do is have a written contract in
place with your client before providing services. Beyond the scope, time
and payment clauses, most written
contracts have terms and conditions
that allocate and transfer risks and
obligations between parties. However,
if you don’t have the capacity to provide all of the design services for a
particular project, you can engage
other design consultants to perform
part of the services for you using interprofessional agreements.
But, you need to be aware of the
terms and conditions in both the
prime agreement and inter-professional agreements, and make sure
that the appropriate terms and conditions in the prime agreement are
passed through to the inter-professional agreements. Limitation of liability clauses are often part of the
terms and conditions in both prime
and inter-professional agreements.
Therefore, it is important that you
also understand how these particular
clauses relate to the coverage terms of
your professional liability policy.

Limitations of Liability
in the Prime Agreement
Design consultants may attempt to
limit their potential liability to a client
by using a limitation of liability clause.
These limitation of liability clauses can
limit the liability of the design consultant to an obligation to complete services over again that fall below the applicable standard of care either to the
amount of the professional services fee,
a set dollar amount or the amount of
available insurance coverage. Similarly,
the design consultant may attempt to
limit the potential liability due to negligent performance to direct and indirect damages. Design consultants seek
these terms and conditions in recognition of the limited fees that can be
10
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charged, and the potentially unlimited
exposure that may be faced.
Design firms should seek the advice
of local counsel before a limitation of
liability is used in an agreement. When
determining whether a particular limitation of liability clause is enforceable,
courts look at the language used as well
as the conduct of the parties during the
negotiation stage for evidence that the
limitation of liability clause was part of
the agreed-upon exchange. The advice
of local counsel is essential to obtaining
an enforceable limitation of liability
clause. A limitation of liability clause in
the prime agreement is a risk management tool, especially when the potential liability exposure greatly exceeds
the scope of services and fees charged.
Limitations of Liability in
Inter-professional Agreements
Inter-professional agreements define
the scope of services, set the time for
performance of services, and outline
the conditions for the exchange of
payment for services and deliverables
between the prime design consultant
and subconsultants. They are essential to successfully manage the risks
presented when design firms team together to work on a project. The allocation of risks and transfer of rights
and obligations in inter-professional
agreements has to be carefully scrutinized as they relate to the scope of
coverage of the professional liability
policy. The professional liability policy
is written to provide coverage for the
negligence of a design consultant.
For a design consultant to be held
negligent, a plaintiff must prove that
the design consultant had a duty, and
that the design consultant breached
that duty, which in turn was the proximate cause of the plaintiff’s harm.
The most common sources of duty
can be found in common law—the
professional standard of care—and in
contract law. According to common

law, a professional is required to act as
competently as could reasonably be
expected of other professionals practising under substantially similar circumstances. The law does not require
perfection, merely reasonable skill
and care.
A prime consultant who agrees to
limit the liability of a subconsultant
has contractually assumed an obligation to be responsible for any damages
caused by that subconsultant beyond
the stated limit, significantly increasing potential liability that would exist
in the absence of such a limitation. For
example, ENCON’s professional liability policy provides coverage for the vicarious liability of the insured for the
subconsultants’ failure to perform
their services in a non-negligent manner. However, it excludes coverage for
any liability assumed by the contract
that would not have been present in
the absence of that contract.
A limitation of liability clause is a
contractually assumed obligation by
the prime consultant to take on additional responsibility that may exceed
the vicarious liability exposure the
insured would have faced in the absence of limitation of liability clause.
If there is a limitation of liability
clause in the contract between the
prime design consultant and a subconsultant, it is wise to make sure that
there is a similar limitation of liability
in the agreement between the client
and prime design consultant.
This article has been prepared for general
information use. It should not be relied
upon as legal advice or legal opinion with
respect to any specific factual circumstances.
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Celebrating Consulting Engineering in Canada

A

CEC partnered with the public television show Behind The
Scenes Hosted by James Earl
Jones to produce a short documentary
on ACEC and the consulting engi-

neering sector in Canada for public
and specialty television. In addition,
a commercial about consulting engineering based on the documentary
will also be aired on public and spe-

cialty television over the month of
March to coincide with National Engineering Month.
Visit www.acec.ca to view the documentary
and commercial.

Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – Canada (ACEC-Canada), Tel: (613) 236-0569, info@acec.ca, www.acec.ca. ACEC
Member Organizations: Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – British Columbia, Association of Consulting Engineering
Companies – Yukon, Consulting Engineers of Alberta, Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – Northwest Territories,
Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – Saskatchewan, Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – Manitoba,
Consulting Engineers of Ontario, Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – Québec, Association of Consulting Engineering
Companies – New Brunswick, Consulting Engineers of Nova Scotia, Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – Prince Edward
Island, Association of Consulting Engineering Companies – Newfoundland & Labrador
March/April 2017
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Canada Inc.
Constructor: Aecon Infrastructure
Management Inc., Dragados Canada Inc., Technicore Underground Corp.
Design: Arup Canada Inc, Morrison Hershfield, Peto MacCallum
Ltd.
Financial Advisor: ACS Infrastructure Canada Inc., Aecon Concessions.
• Toronto Tunnel Partners
Proponent Lead: EllisDon Capital
Inc, STRABAG Inc.
Constructor: EllisDon Civil, STRABAG.
Design: WSP Canada Inc., Dr. Sauer
& Partners, Amec Foster Wheeler
Financial Advisor: EllisDon Capital
Inc, STRABAG Inc.

continued from page 8

Highway 401.
This work on the Kitchener Corridor is part of a larger, system-wide
plan to improve overall GO Transit
service, including the delivery of RER
by 2024-25.
The three teams invited to respond to the Highway 401 Rail Tunnel project RFP include:
• Kiewit
P
 roponent Lead: Peter Kiewit Infrastructure Co.
Constructor: Peter Kiewit Infrastructure Co., Kenaidan Contracting Ltd., Obayashi Canada Ltd.
D
 esign: Hatch Corporation, Jacked
Structures Ltd.
F inancial Advisor: Kiewit Canada
Development Corp., TD Securities
• TK Linx
P
 roponent Lead: Aecon Infrastructure Management Inc., Dragados

The successful proponent is expected to be announced this fall.

PEOPLE

Arup adds two
in Toronto

Sean Meadows has joined Arup
in Toronto as a principal and
Canadian consulting practice
leader. Meadows has over 19 years
of experience in the transit and rail
industries in North America, as a
program manager and rail vehicle
engineer.
Mladen Nikolic, P.Eng., joins Arup
as an associate and Canadian
mechanical practice leader. Nikolic
has 22 years of experience in
the design and management of
a variety of multi-use buildings
projects.
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transportation

ATHABASCA RIVER
BRIDGE
REHABILITATION
By Shahab Afhami, P.Eng.
he original Athabasca River Bridge, located on
Highway 40 in Alberta, outside of Jasper near Hinton, was constructed in 1913 as a deck truss railway
bridge. In 1969 it became a two-lane highway
bridge with a clear roadway of 8.23 m and a total
length of 203.4 m, serving as a life-line bridge for emergency access to communities west and north of the Athabasca River.
By 2003, 90 years after its construction, the remaining
life of the bridge was estimated to be 10 years. Traffic volumes had increased to warrant a wider deck and a replacement bridge was designed. However, due to competing
economic circumstances, the design was shelved until
funding could be secured.
Assessment
In 2012, Alberta Transportation engaged COWI North
America Ltd (COWI Bridge) to determine what measures
were required to safely extend the life of the existing
bridge by 10 years. This would buy time to secure the necessary funding for the replacement bridge.
The assessment revealed serious deck deterioration,
which resulted in confining traffic to a single lane. It found
that 240 precast concrete HC stringers were in various
stages of deterioration. COWI identified serious deterioration of 90 HC stringers: 60 exterior HC stringers were beyond repair, and 30 interior HC stringers required urgent
repair or replacement.
Deterioration of the remaining 150 stringers was not as
extensive, but required accurate load evaluation. This project included two key innovations:
• Replacing all 240 stringers would have been costly and
14
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An alternative
design solution
increased the
functionality
and life of this
100-year-old
bridge.

require another construction season. To determine if any
stringers could be saved, COWI developed an approach to
evaluate the load capacity of the reinforced concrete stringers. The method considers the effect of code nonconformities and material deterioration, providing a more in-depth
evaluation while satisfying all requirements of the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code. This saved on construction cost and duration by eliminating the need for the
strengthening or replacing 150 stringers. This was the first
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COWI North America

implementation of this technique, but it can be applied to
most types of reinforced concrete stringers, beams and
girders to determine if costly strengthening/replacement is
truly required, or if it can be safely avoided.
• Replacing the remaining 90 stringers with similar
stringers would have been a slow, impractical rehabilitation
approach and required the closure of the narrow bridge.
COWI Bridge’s solution was a custom designed precast
deck, which was the first use of this replacement option to
March/April 2017
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Installation of new precast panels.

Removal of existing HC stringers.

the HC stringer. This out-of-the-box design solution provided a wider deck and was crucial for the accelerated
construction while keeping the bridge open to traffic.
In the assessment report, COWI Bridge presented three
solutions to Alberta Transportation that addressed the project objective of repairing and extending the life of the existing bridge another 10 years. However, the team also proposed an alternative, which was ultimately chosen. While
COWI Bridge’s alternative came at a higher cost compared
to the 10-year solutions, it provided another advantage, a
widened deck which could function as an alternative to
bridge replacement at only 25% of the replacement cost.
Alberta Transportation was in favour of the alternative solution, providing that the bridge widening could be completed and the bridge open to traffic within a year.
Intelligent design/construction
The main complexity of the project was the combination of
a tight schedule and limited funding for a rehabilitation of
this scale. To stay on track and on budget, the team worked
with the client to compile a comprehensive list of all rehabilitation items and prioritized them based on safety, benefits they would provide and impact to the schedule. This
design strategy was a success and the bid price matched the
estimated tender price.
One of the most challenging aspects of the design and
construction was the removal of the existing concrete barriers (20-ton) and installation of the new exterior precast
units (also 20-tons) while maintaining traffic.
16
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Typical crane operation was not feasible at the site. To
overcome this, a truck-mounted crane was used to remove
the existing barriers, and a 110-ton crane was used to install the new precast panels.
As an alternative to a gantry, this heavy crane would
install the panels consequentially, one at a time, then move
longitudinally onto the installed panel to lift the next one
into place. Provisions were developed by the consultant and

With the rehabilitation, the
bridge superstructure was
widened and its structural
capacity was improved.
implemented by the contractor to ensure the panels and all
other bridge elements could safely support the combined
weight of the crane and a panel during its entire operation.
This successful operation reduced the construction timeline noticeably.
The design meant that the bridge remained open to traffic during the construction period, minimizing the interruption to bridge users. Also, COWI Bridge’s findings from
their load rating method meant that a reduced amount of
stringers had to be replaced and, as such, the construction
period was limited to just one season, saving time, cost and
delays to the bridge users on this arterial road.
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Setting forms for wing wall widening.

Environmental benefits
The environmental footprint of the rehabilitation design
was minimal, and significantly less than a bridge replacement, which would have involved significant in-stream activity, energy usage for the fabrication of new parts and
demolition of the old structure. Furthermore, the original
replacement bridge that was designed (and shelved) intended on using an adjacent alignment requiring significant roadway work, including rock blasting and substantial
tree removal, within a mountain topography.
During COWI’s inspection of the bridge, it took an underwater survey of the piers within the river. This found
deterioration of the pier concrete (such as large holes and
scour in the concrete) at some locations. Repairing these
would have involved creating a berm to provide access—
which would have required in-stream activity, relocation of
soil and extensive energy expenditure through the use of
heavy equipment. Thus, rather than repairing the piers,
COWI Bridge have implemented a monitoring program to
avoid any unnecessary in-stream activity or to minimize the
environmental impact if repairs become crucial.
Goals achieved
Alberta Transportation had two project goals—to temporarily extend the life of the Athabasca River Bridge by 10
years in a short timeframe, and to permanently replace it
after those 10 years had passed. COWI Bridge provided an
option that surpassed the client’s project goals with an economically long-term solution to the preservation of the

bridge at this site at 25% of the cost of a bridge replacement. COWI solved a need for structural repairs and improved traffic safety on Highway 40. With the rehabilitation, the bridge superstructure was widened and its structural capacity was improved. The widened deck is expected
to have a service life of approximately 20 to 30 years.
COWI Bridge kept the project on track despite the challenges and completed it within 10 months. The design
started in January 2013, was tendered in May 2013, and the
contract awarded to Alberco Construction in early June
2013. The bridge was restored to two-lane traffic on a full
10-metre wide deck on November 15, 2013.
The success of the project can be accredited to the
innovative design solution and evaluation techniques
performed by COWI Bridge as well as the agreement
and collaborative approach implemented by Alberta
Transportation. In 2016 COWI Bridge won the Alberta
Minister’s Award of Excellence for Design Innovation for
the project.
CCE
Shahab Afhami, P.Eng., is a senior bridge engineer with COWI
Bridge.
Athabasca River Bridge Rehabilitation
Owner:

Alberta Transportation

Prime consultant –
Structural engineering:

COWI North America Ltd.

Contractor:

Alberco Construction Ltd.
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Real ABC

MODULAR
BRIDGE
CONSTRUCTION
In many cases, the direct and indirect costs related to
traffic detours during bridge construction can exceed
the actual cost of the structure itself.

Credit: images courtesy Hatch

By Malcolm Hachborn, M.Sc., P.Eng.

The Hodder Avenue Underpass in Northwestern
Ontario near Thunder Bay, an accelerated
bridge construction project.
18
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raffic obstruction due to infrastructure construction presents multiple direct and indirect cost
burdens on our economy, so when more efficient
and effective workflows can be adopted to eliminate bottlenecks and keep people and goods flowing it makes sense to explore the options.
Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC), for one, requires a paradigm shift in the project planning and procurement approach to conventional bridge building. ABC,
or modular bridge construction, often gets confused with
rapid bridge replacement, which can be totally different or
can be one in the same. Let’s investigate.

mobility and safety. In many cases, the direct and indirect
costs related to traffic detours during bridge construction
can exceed the actual cost of the structure itself.
Full-lane closures in large urban centers or on highways
with heavy traffic volumes can have a significant economic
impact on commercial and industrial activities in a region.
Partial lane closures and other bridge activities that occur
alongside adjacent traffic can also lead to significant safety
issues. Because of the potential economic and safety impacts, minimizing traffic disruptions is a goal that should
be elevated to a higher priority when planning bridge-related construction projects.

Road Transportation
Canada has more than one million kilometres of (two-lane
equivalent) roads, roughly 38,000 of which make up the
National Highway System (NHS). Road transportation is
the most important mode for passenger and freight transportation, local (intra-city) and intercity transportation,
intra-provincial transportation activities, and trade between Canada and the U.S. (in terms of value transported).
Our road network supports a wide variety of users, including 20 million light vehicles, 750,000 medium and
heavy trucks, 15,000 public transit buses, not to mention
motor coaches and motorcycles in addition to pedestrians,
cyclists and rollerbladers.
Nationally we face many challenges relating to road
transportation infrastructure. Some are unique to our
country—such as its extensive land mass and often harsh
climate, high degree of urbanization, and high level of
trade dependency—and some are shared by others, including aging road and highway infrastructure, limited finances, issues of road safety, and environmental considerations.
These challenges increase pressure for more federal,
provincial and municipal spending at a time when economic and financial circumstances are forcing all governments to consider new and innovative ways to fund transportation infrastructure. Given the challenges ahead—including maintaining an efficient road transportation system to support Canada’s competitiveness in a global economy—the need for infrastructure investment will undoubtedly continue.
In the U.S., the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) is being faced with increased traffic volumes on
their highways along with public demand to reduce congestion and construction delays. Where bridge construction is
necessary, prefabricated bridge technology, or ABC, is
being embraced to limit disruptions. Actually, the FHWA
coined the phrase “Get in, Get Out and Stay Out.”

Rapid Bridge Replacement
In early September 2014 I watched the overnight replacement of the Lees Avenue Bridge on Highway 417 as it was
close to a friend’s home in Ottawa. The old bridge had
been removed 13 weeks prior. The new bridge had been
under construction for 10 months at a site about 100 metres
away to the detriment of local residents and the University
of Ottawa, located on both sides of the bridge.
For the final replacement stage, the section of highway
was closed in both directions at 6 p.m. on a Saturday, but
lane reductions had begun earlier in the afternoon. Lift
engineers had been in Ottawa for days installing loaders
and transporters under the new 2,100 tonne bridge, the
heaviest rapid replacement structure over a highway in
North America at the time. They did a trial lift on the Friday using hydraulic jacks. On the Saturday night they did
the same task, but the loaders actually rolled the bridge
into place.
The highway reopened Sunday at 11 a.m. with lane restrictions. It was fully reopened on Monday at 5 a.m. Most
would think that this project is a winner and they would be
right; however, is this really ABC or just a different approach to bridge replacement.

Why ABC?
Approximately one-quarter of the 660,000 bridges in Canada and the U.S. require rehabilitation, repair or total replacement. However, the work that occurs from on-site
construction activities can have significant impacts on both

ABC in action
The Whitemans Creek Bridge replacement project in 2011
provides an example of how the Ministry of Transportation
of Ontario (MTO) implemented accelerated bridge construction techniques and replaced a bridge in seven weeks
while also enhancing the durability of the structure.
Located on Highway 24 near Brantford in Southern
Ontario, the Whitemans Creek Bridge project replaced an
existing three-span concrete bridge with a single 40 m
span bridge. The modular construction project involved
the use precast concrete elements for most of the components along with ultra-high-performance concrete (UHPC)
and glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) reinforcement.
The UHPC facilitated smaller joints between the precast
concrete elements and eliminated the need for complex
formwork on the deck. Glass-fiber-reinforced polymer bars
were used in the mat of the precast concrete deck elements
for enhanced durability, while the bottom reinforcing mat
March/April 2017
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used black steel for economy.
Where traditional staged construction of a bridge reconstruction project can take six months or more, the seven-week turnaround on this bridge proved to be a showcase
for ABC.
deck-1
Another more recent ABC example is the Hodder Avenue Underpass in Northwestern Ontario near Thunder
Bay—the first structure in North America to incorporate a
precast UHPC pier cap and pier column shells along with
CCE March2017 Ad.pdf 1 10/03/2017 11:28:42 AM
high-performance precast concrete box girders, parapet

walls and approach slabs. The project used some 124 prefabricated components
The bridge spans six highway lanes and is founded on a
combination of hard till and bedrock. “Because the structure would be exposed to the harsh northern Ontario climate, it was necessary to choose a construction material
that could stand up to the extreme weather conditions”,
says Biljana Rajlic, vice president and engineer with Hatch
in Mississauga. “The precast concrete design gave the project durability and so much more,” says Rajlic.
“The precast prestressed concrete solution increased structural
capacity and met the design requirements, while the UHPC allowed for
smaller joints and improved durability, strength, and continuity. Even
after years of exposure to harsh climate and abuse from salt spray, it
will still look great for decades to
come,” adds Rajlic.
“As the owner of the bridge, we
are extremely proud of the finished
structure,” says Ray Krisciunas of
the Ministry of Transportation of
Ontario. “The use of UHPC enabled us to achieve our intended
objective of an open, esthetically
pleasing and welcoming bridge,
which was also economical and durable. It will now form the baseline
design for a number of other
planned overpasses on this section
of the Trans-Canada Highway.”
More nimble than creating a
complete bridge structure and then
lifting it into place (rapid bridge replacement), true ABC provides the
flexibility of incorporating purposedesigned precast concrete and/or
precast UHPC elements into a modular bridge construction both reducing construction time while also enhancing the lifetime and aesthetics
of the bridge, together raising the
bar again and pushing the bridge
CCE
building process forward.
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Malcolm Hachborn, P.Eng., is president,
M. E. Hachborn Engineering. He has
over 30 years of structural design experience for concrete, steel and wood structures
and has been involved in projects ranging from single creek crossings to multispan prestressed concrete trapezoidal box
structures for the 400 series highways in
Ontario.
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The completed underpass.

ART Engineering in Ottawa has
developed the Grade Separation
System, a less-disruptive costsaving design for elevating rail
lines over roadways.

Proposed solution for

DEADLY RAIL
CROSSINGS
By Alaina Polkki and Afanassi Ivantchouk

The installation location of
caisson liners (in a single span
scenario), as well as the precast
segments prior to connection
to the trench boxes.

All images: ART Engineering Inc.
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grade/level crossing is an intersection
where railroad tracks cross a roadway
at the same level. There are approximately 37,000 level crossings across
Canada. Since 2000, these crossings have caused
over 460 deaths, as well as thousands of injuries.
In 2013 a bus collided with a VIA Rail train at one
of these crossings in Ottawa, killing 6 and injuring 35. That crossing has since been identified as
‘high risk’ and recommended for separation, but
no action has yet been taken. Unfortunately, numerous level crossings across Canada have been
similarly identified, but grade separation projects
are often infeasible due to the high costs and resulting traffic disruptions. Currently, there are
two conventional construction methods used in
these types of project; both bearing obvious inefficiencies.
The first and oldest method is known as the
shoofly track. Here, a temporary track is built on
adjacent land to detour trains away from the work
site. Although the construction procedure is
quite simple, it is often not applicable in urban
scenarios due to space constraints. The design,
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material, labour, land acquisition, and legal fees associated
with the construction of the temporary detour track result
in total costs of up to $900,000.
The second conventional approach is to use a temporary track support structure. The concept here is to build a
temporary bridge that rests on a temporary foundation in
order to support the train tracks while the permanent
bridge is constructed underneath. This method is applicable in urban scenarios, unlike the shoofly track, but costs
are almost doubled as it essentially requires two bridges to
be constructed.
After numerous grade separation projects, it became
clear to our firm that these approaches are inefficient and
unnecessarily expensive. Following the VIA Rail accident
in Ottawa, our firm decided to heavily invest in R&D in
order to develop a more efficient alternative, with the aim
of increasing the financial feasibility of all grade separation projects.

ment in place, trains could continue to operate throughout
the rest of the construction phase. The final steps in this
procedure were to pour cast-in-place slab extensions over
caissons to complete the bridge structure, and then excavate underneath to allow for construction of the underpassing roadway.
This solution was found to be advantageous because it
significantly reduced material waste and rail interruption.
However, the solution was still not universally applicable. It
only allowed for the construction of rigid frame bridges in
situations where the crossing roadway could be closed or
detoured for the duration of construction. Upon further
consideration, we were able to modify this initial design to
accommodate a vast array of projects. This lead to the development of Grade Separation Systems, which encompasses the first approach for rigid-frame applications and
the following approach used in all other cases:
Install caisson liners:
	Caisson liners are installed in pairs outside of the rail
clearance envelope, along the length of the track. This
installation does not interfere with the train schedule.
Precast substructure segments:
	Segments of the future substructure (either pier cap or
abutment) are prepared on or off site. These segments

•

Design Constraints
We first started this R&D project by identifying our design
constraints. The ultimate objective was to significantly reduce construction costs and increase the feasibility of
more grade separation projects. It was determined that
this was most likely to be achieved
through a reduction in material
waste and/or a shorter construction
schedule. We realized that these two
Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n
concerns could both be addressed
through the incorporation of accelerated bridge construction practices. Secondary design constraints included minimized interruption to
the railroad, universal applicability
of the separation system, and simple
construction procedures to avoid
additional expenses for specialized
expertise.

•

RE-INSTATEMENT TAPE

Design Process
Once design constraints were determined, the next step in the R&D
project was to apply knowledge from
past projects and experiences. In the
temporary track support approach,
a temporary bridge span is typically
fully or partially prepared on site, to
the side of the track, and then placed
during an overnight closure. The
first design iteration of our construction technology similarly included
on-site construction of a permanent
bridge slab segment. Again, this slab
was to be lifted into place during an
overnight closure. With the slab seg-
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designed to allow for simple modifications.
Any number of pier caps can be installed to
create any length of bridge, multiple spans can
be installed in a staged manner to allow for
constant vehicular thoroughfare, and the precast segment/trench box configuration can be
tweaked to accommodate for multiple tracks.
The initial design approach can be used in
rigid-frame scenarios and any bridge span design can be accommodated. Furthermore,
precast segments can be prepared off site and
then transported, allowing for year-round constructability.
GSS Benefits
Once the design of the GSS technology was
complete, a cost comparison was done with a
recently completed project that had used a
The placement of the precast
temporary track support system. It was found
assemblies (in a single span
that GSS would have saved $1.3M, reduced the
scenario) during the
first overnight rail closure.
construction schedule by several weeks, and
reduced excavation by approximately 4000 m3.
Although the development of the Grade
are then connected to steel trench boxes to provide a
Separation Systems technology has only recently reached
sub-grade working area. The trench boxes also act as
completion, multiple government officials and major comformwork for the cast-in-place substructure extensions.
panies across Canada have already noted its potential.
Close rail to place precast assembly:
Further reviews of the system were carried out and it was
	Railway traffic is closed for a 4-6 hour period to allow for
found that GSS has the capability of saving a upwards of
the placement of the precast assembly. A trench is exca$1M per project and reducing typical construction schedvated and the assembly is placed below the railway tracks.
ules by up to 50%. 
CCE
The surface is re-ballasted and the tracks re-opened.
Open rail and work within trench boxes:
Alaina Polkki is a junior structural engineer at ART Engineering
	Since the trench boxes are located outside of the rail
Inc, focusing on the construction sequencing of railway bridges.
clearance envelope, construction can continue without
Afanassi Ivantchouk is the director of finance and marketing at
impeding rail traffic. Reinforcing steel is placed
ART Engineering. He has been working to bring the GSS techthroughout the caisson liners and trench boxes, and
nology to market since its inception in 2016.
then concrete is poured to connect
the precast with the caissons.
The second overnight railway closure,
	Construct permanent bridge span:
just before placing the bridge span.
	The permanent bridge span is constructed on site, at a safe distance
away from the railway.
Close rail to place bridge span:
	
Once substructure and superstructure elements are complete, the railway is closed for a second 4-6 hour
period. The bridge span is lifted into
place to sit on the substructure, the
tracks are connected and then the
railway permanently opened.
Excavate and construct roadway:
	The final step is to excavate underneath the bridge and construct the
roadway.
This version of the technology was

•

•

•
•

•
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wastewater
By Eric Wiens P. Eng., Stantec

Credit: Stantec

Finding efficiency in

TREATMENT
A

growing population and aging wastewater infrastructure meant the city of Dryden in Ontario
needed a major wastewater treatment plant upgrade. But the city didn’t just want functional; it wanted
exceptional. The result is the first LEED Silver certified
wastewater treatment plant in Canada, and a striking architectural asset for the community.

Credit: Stantec

LEED Approach
Although there are a number of LEED sewage treatment
plant projects that have portions of their plant awarded a
LEED category, Dryden WWTP is the first of its kind to
target LEED certification for the entire facility in Canada.
That was the city’s mandate from the beginning—
LEED certification for the entire facility. But that created
design challenges. Initially, the functional design development planned for two separate occupied buildings. This
included the administration building (which was intended

to be LEED certified) and the process building over the
sequencing batch reactor (SPB). The multiple buildings
concept presented a problem, since the two buildings could
not be registered together under the LEED New Construction for Multiple Buildings pathway due to the diverse differences between the two buildings.
A decision was made to register a single building for
LEED New Construction. To overcome the challenge of a
one building LEED certification approach, Stantec’s process design team developed a novel concept in placing the
administration portion of the facility and all the process/
mechanical areas on top of the SBR tanks to enable the
entire facility to play into the LEED objectives. With this
design, the project became a viable candidate for registration under LEED New Construction as a single building
and the entire project could achieve LEED certification.
Meeting LEED Criteria
While there are many categories that result in LEED certification, the design team focused on six to meet the criteria:
Sustainable Sites. Dryden is located within the boreal
forest with numerous recreational amenities and diverse
species of wildlife. The design team identified the light pollution credit as important to reduce impact on the nocturnal ecosystem surrounding the project. The lighting is designed for the lowest possible level while addressing safety,
security, access, identification and aesthetics.
A comprehensive sedimentation and erosion control
plan was also implemented during construction to mitigate
any negative environmental impacts that erosion and sedi-

(left) The rotary press for sludge dewatering in the new LEED Silver certified wastewater treatment plant in Dryden, Ontario (pictured above).
March/April 2017
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mentation might have on the surrounding area, including
the adjacent Wabigoon River. Control measures in place
included, sheet and tangential piling, a stabilized construction
entrance, drainage swales and silt fencing around the
deck-1
project site. To encourage alternative transportation methods, bicycle storage and shower facilities were also designed
for staff.
Water Efficiency. Water consumption is reduced with
efficient fixtures including waterless urinals, dual flush
toilets, low flow showers, lavatories and sinks throughout
the plant. The plant also uses final effluent for facility
wash-downs and cleaning. These features combined for an
over 44% water use reduction.
Energy and Atmosphere. For energy efficient climate
control of occupied spaces, ambient heat in the effluent,
heat generated by the blowers, and exhaust air from the
ventilation system is captured and reused. This strategy,
along with using high efficient electrical equipment such as
motors and lighting, have provided energy savings of almost 40% over the code minimum standard, equating to a
45% cost savings.
Materials and Resources. The construction of the
plant lends itself well to the LEED rating system with regards to materials. The concrete and steel rebar used in

the tanks along with purposeful material choices in the
superstructure helped contribute to achieving all recycled
content and regional materials points on the LEED scorecard. In pre-design the city expressed a desire to use as
much regional material as possible, and an innovation in
design credit was achieved with nearly 60% regional material selected for the project. The design team also targeted
a waste diversion rate of 75%. This goal has been surpassed with a construction waste management diversion
rate of 86%.
Indoor Environmental Quality. An effective ventilation
system and using low VOC paints and coatings achieves
excellent indoor environmental quality. Access to natural
light and a view of the Wabigoon River were important to
the employees and every effort was made to facilitate the
request. There are a series of clerestory windows across the
south façade that allow for natural light to penetrate deep
into most of the service spaces. The building orientation
allows for laboratory, meeting and control rooms to have a
view of the river.
Optimal indoor air quality was a priority and the selection of all finishing materials installed within the building
were sourced to be low VOC emitting products—this included paints, coatings, adhesives and sealants. Composite
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wood and agrifibre products selected also contained no
added urea-formaldehyde.
Innovation in Design. Along with exceptional performance for water savings and regional materials, the plant
will provide training for employees in other jurisdictions as
well as tours for the public. The public tours will incorporate the sustainable features of the plant as well as its process function. A conference paper, ‘Utilizing Novel Approach for the Design, Construction and Start-up of North
America’s First LEED® Sewage
Treatment Plant at the City of
Dryden’ was made available to the
Canadian Green Building Council
THE
(CaGBC).
Process Design and
Key Plan Components
To handle the design flows and
loadings and to meet Ontario’s Ministry of Environment effluent requirements, a SBR based on the
“continuous feed—intermittent decant” type operation was selected
for the secondary process. The overall secondary process design was
optimized using a BioWinT simulation. The odorous air from the
headspace of the sludge holding
tanks, influent channels in the
headworks area and dewatered
sludge storage bin room was directed to the biofilters prior to being
released to the atmosphere. The
plant included the following new
components:
• Raw sewage pump station, with
improved capacity to handle wet
weather flows
• Screening and grit removal (preliminary treatment)
• Secondary treatment system capable of nitrification (ammonia reduction) utilizing a sequencing batch
reactor (SBR) system complete with
aeration system and decanters
• Aerated sludge holding tanks
• UV disinfection
• Sludge dewatering
• Odour control
Combining creative design with
the city of Dryden’s unwavering
commitment to creating a sustainable and environmentally responsible community, the Dryden Wastewater Treatment Plant provides a

guide for building owners and operators to follow when
developing a sustainable sewage treatment facility. CCE
Eric Wiens, P.Eng., is Stantec Vice President and Regional
Leader for Manitoba. His extensive background in the planning and delivery of infrastructure projects across Western
Canada includes water and wastewater treatment facilities,
stormwater management, civil works, transportation, and
land development.
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WASTEWATER
CONVEYANCE

in Central Alberta

Credit: image courtesy Stantec

The 90-km South Red Deer Regional Wastewater System
provides a solution for multiple communities.

By Stephan Weninger, P.Eng.

Credit: Stantec

en years ago, the South Red Deer Regional
Wastewater Commission (the organization that
oversees wastewater management for communities
in Central Alberta including Mountain View County, the Town of Bowden, the Town of Penhold, Red
Deer County, the Town of Innisfail and the Town of Olds)
together with Stantec began designing a system that would
impact the region for years to come.
The design solution was the 90-km South Red Deer
Regional Wastewater System (SRDRWS), a regional line
linking the communities to the City of Red Deer’s wastewater treatment facility, alleviating the pressures faced by
these smaller communities to manage, maintain and update their own overloaded wastewater treatment systems.
The sheer length of the new system, the longest regional
wastewater network in the province, posed an engineering
design challenge, plus the construction occurred within a
highly populated corridor, while crossing several environmentally-sensitive areas.

Overview of the 90-km wastewater network.
28
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Alignment
The system plan featured forcemains constructed with corrosion proof fused high-density polyethylene (HDPE), creating a jointless pipe. In the design, a hydraulic model of
the system was used to optimize the pump and piping sizes.
The analysis determined that the pipe sizes range from 550
mm outer diameter on the Olds to Innisfail leg, up to 850
mm outer diameter on the Penhold to Red Deer section.
Throughout the system, the pipe pressure ratings range
from 126 PSI to 202 PSI, depending on location and the
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topography of the area.
The size and weight of the pipe posed an implementation challenge. For efficiency, safety and quality control,
fusing of the pipe occurred above ground in a controlled
environment prior to the fused pipe strings being installed.
Some of the fused strings were up to 800 meters in length,
weighing up to 93,440 kg.
Overall, the topography from the Town of Olds to the
City of Red Deer is downhill, dropping 168 meters over the
90 km. Therefore, pressure sustaining valves (PSV) were
strategically placed along the alignment to make sure the
pipeline stays full when the lift stations are not pumping.
This step improves the operation of the system by eliminating air pockets and vacuum conditions that would otherwise occur from a partially full pipe and reduces the
amount of air/odour released. The PSVs are located at
three lift stations (Bowden, Innisfail and Penhold) and at
the newly designed odour management facility constructed
in Red Deer, just before the forcemain releases the wastewater to atmospheric pressure.
Odour management
Due to the length of the system, the long retention time of
the wastewater creates a high potential for odour genera-

tion and gases—specifically hydrogen sulfide (H2S)—to
be released wherever the system vents to the atmosphere.
The odour management facility in Red Deer was designed
to address these concerns. The facility includes treatment
for both vapour and liquid phase odours. In addition, each
of the four lift stations over the course of the system features a tower biofilter and chemical injection system to
control vapour and liquid phase odours until the wastewater ultimately reaches the Red Deer facility.
Path design
Once the optimal alignment was determined, a geotechnical investigation was completed to evaluate soil conditions
and avoid areas where soils were less suitable for construction, reducing the risk of lengthy drills, borehole instability
and refusal when installing the pipe via horizontal directional drilling (HDD).
Trenchless design was used (cased bores and HDD) for
over 10,000 meters of pipe. In some instances, the drill
path was lowered under wetlands or creeks to ensure more
cover over the pipe, reducing the potential risk in environmentally sensitive areas. Approximately 120 wetlands, 10
creeks and one river were crossed during construction.
The pipeline also had to cross Highway 2—the main

One source: your partner for
pumps, valves and service
KSB is your single source for all your pumping needs. Our experts help ensure the best possible solution for every job,
whether it’s selecting a new pump, stocking up on spare parts, or remanufacturing a long-service veteran. Ask us how
you can benefit from our exceptional products, advice and service.
KSB Pumps Inc.
info@ksbcanada.com n www.ksb.ca
You can also visit us at: www.ksb.com/socialmedia

Our technology. Your success.
Pumps
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sible for operations, a
dashboard and records information are accessible
for all users on a password-protected basis, but
control of system operations is limited to Commission operators.

Case boring under Highway 2.

connector between Calgary and Edmonton and the busiest
stretch of highway in Alberta. Case boring was used to ensure no settlement occurred while drilling the pipe under
the corridor. The alignment also had four railway crossings.
Treatment plant upgrades
Directing regional wastewater to one centralized facility in
Red Deer meant extensive upgrades were required to that
plant, which was already operating close to its capacity.
Ultimately the upgrades increased the capacity of the
wastewater treatment plant from 47.5 MLD to 72 MLD, and
will service a population of over 150,000 people.
The upgrades also increased level of treatment of the
effluent, using biological nutrient removal and UV disinfection, before releasing it into the Red Deer River.
This increased treatment reduces biological oxygen
demand and total suspended solids by 20%, and reduces
the ammonia and phosphorus concentrations being discharged.
As part of the upgrades to the plant, a cogeneration
system was also installed on the digesters. This allows the
plant’s electrical demands to be largely offset by power
generated from biogas of the wastewater. Additionally, heat
from the electricity generation is used to heat the digesters
In addition, three siphons were installed under the Red
Deer River, each 322 meters long HDD’s, providing longterm capacity for the SRDRWS flows and future growth for
the City of Red Deer.
Operations system
During design, it was determined an up-to-date operation
system was needed. With input from the Commission’s
operators, Stantec designed the web-based Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition Records and Reporting
(SCADARR) system allowing operators to maintain new
and existing transmissions lines through one platform.
Because the system has numerous stakeholders requiring
access to the operational data, but a single party respon30
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Cleaner waterways
The full SRDRWS went online in the summer of
2015, and will supply the
region with a reliable
wastewater system for the
Credit: courtesy of Stantec
next 25 years. Three of the
communities had the additional benefit of decommissioning their existing wastewater treatment plants, resulting in reduced operational
and maintenance costs. The SRDRWS directly protects
approximately 65 km of the Red Deer River, plus an additional 54 km of the Little Red Deer River, from receiving
effluent discharges from those aging wastewater treatment systems.
Removal of those systems also improved the raw water
quality at the intakes of the Anthony Henday and City of
Red Deer water treatment plants, reducing the level of
treatment and cost to produce clean water. These plants
supply approximately 160,000 people with potable water
throughout a 150 km reach of Central Alberta.
Award-winning solution
The $140 million SRDRWS project, constructed over eight
years, had numerous complexities to overcome and will now
be used as a model for the north and west legs of the Central Alberta Regional Wastewater System. Importantly, the
system ultimately helps to protect valuable natural resources, while supporting growth in the region for years to come.
In February 2016, the SRDRWS received the 2016 CEA
Award of Excellence for Water Resource and Energy Production. The system was also recognized by the American
Public Works Association—Alberta Chapter—with the
Project of the Year Award for Environment, the Association
of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of Alberta
2016 Project Achievement Summit Award, and the America
Public Works Association SC/RC Public Works Project of
the Year in the Environment category.
CCE
Stephan Weninger, P.Eng., is a principal with Stantec and leads
water and wastewater projects in central and northern Alberta.
South Red Deer Regional Wastewater System
Owner: 	South Red Deer Regional Wastewater
Commission
Consulting Engineer:

Stantec
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bridges

By Shahria Alam, P.Eng.

Shoring up Canada's Bridges

B

ridge infrastructure is critical for the safe and efficient
transport of people and goods across Canada. The
Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (CHBDC)
applies to the design, evaluation and structural rehabilitation design of highway bridges. Section four of the latest
Code update relates to seismic design requirements, specifying minimum requirements for the seismic analysis and
design of new bridge structures and the seismic evaluation
and rehabilitation of existing bridge structures.
In 2014 the CHBDC added Performance-Based Design
(PBD), a design requirement that meets multiple performance criteria (e.g. material strain level) under different
earthquake hazards. Before the 2014 update only ForceBased Design (FBD) was used in the CHBDC, where seismic design forces were calculated and the structural members were designed for such forces.
In FBD there is no requirement for meeting performance objectives. This implies that the bridge owner or
ministry will not be able to make a design engineer accountable if a bridge performs poorly during an earthquake, provided the engineer adequately calculated the
design forces and structural elements were designed according to those forces. This clearly demonstrates the advantages of introducing PBD in CHBDC 2014.
To better understand the impact of seismic design
changes in CHBDC 2014, research was undertaken at the
University of British Columbia (UBC). A four-span concrete highway bridge was designed and evaluated using
FBD and PBD methods as per CHBDC 2014, and the FBD
method alone as per CHBDC 2006.
By incorporating soil-structure interaction (using p-y
curves) and performing non-linear dynamic time-history
analyses the seismic performance of these bridges was
evaluated to determine their performance levels. It was
concluded that PBD (CHBDC 2014) is highly conservative
compared to both FBD (CHBDC 2014 and 2006). The following conclusions were drawn from the case study.
• Bridges designed as per FBD in CHBDC 2006 and
CHBDC 2014 can provide desirable seismic performance
in terms of life safety.
• Compared with FBD in CHBDC 2006, FBD in CHBDC
2014 sets higher requirements for seismic loading. The increase in return period from 475 years to 2475 years results
in a reinforcement ratio increase of 0.8% in this case study.
• The PBD in CHBDC 2014 is more conservative in comparison to FBD in CHBDC 2006 and CHBDC 2014. Although this will limit earthquake damage, it may be challenging in terms of construction (5.3% reinforcement
ratio–leading to congestion).
It is likely that for major route bridges, the design will
be governed by the lower design level, with the require-
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ment of no reinforcing steel yielding at a 1 in 475-year
earthquake event.
Besides evaluating new construction, it is critical to look
into our existing bridge infrastructure and evaluate its
seismic safety. More than 40% of Canadian civil infrastructure has passed its service life, our infrastructure deficit
has grown to $141 billion and increases at a rate of $2 billion annually (Canadian Infrastructure Report Card 2016).
Deficient infrastructure also poses a serious threat to
the public during natural disasters. In Canada, 40% of the
population live in the B.C. and Quebec seismic zones. AIR
Worldwide, global experts in catastrophe modelling, predict potential economic losses from an earthquake of
$75-billion in B.C. and $61-billion in Quebec.
As a comparison, the total financial loss attributed to
the 2011 earthquake in Christchurch, New Zealand was
estimated at $20 billion, and Japan’s 2011 earthquake was
the costliest natural disaster in the world with rebuilding
estimated at well over $200- to $300 billion.
To avoid such scenarios in Canada, immediate measures
must be made to develop innovative, low-cost and reliable
structural strengthening systems. At UBC’s Okanagan campus, we are currently pursuing research on determining
various low-cost strengthening techniques for upgrading
existing bridge infrastructure as well as post-earthquake
repairing techniques so that the structures can be made
serviceable without demolishing for new construction.
In both strengthening and repairing cases, our target is
to reduce major damage and be able to sustain major multiple earthquakes that can keep the structure serviceable.
In our Applied Laboratory for Advanced Materials and
Sturctures several reinforced concrete bridge piers were
built as per pre-1970 code, and were then tested under reverse cyclic loading to simulate the design level earthquake. This agitation caused yielding and buckling of
rebar and substantial spalling of concrete. However, after
strengthening, it could sustain two design level earthquakes without collapse.
For new construction, my research group is also working
towards self-centering structural systems where a bridge,
after experiencing a large earthquake, will snap back to its
original position with almost no damage. We have also
proposed performance (in terms of residual drift) based
design guideline for such self-centering bridge structures.
Research continues with the goal of enhancing bridge
design code effectiveness and developing improved structural strengthening and new build solutions that will ensure
bridges can withstand seismic events in years to come. CCE
Shahria Alam, P.Eng. is Associate Professor with the School of
Engineering, UBC-Okanagan, Kelowna, B.C.
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By Philip Carson

Getty Images

Engineers are
easy targets for
frivolous lawsuits

A

ny fool with $250 and a typewriter can sue anybody. In my
own practice I have seen a structural engineer sued over building envelope defects, a mechanical engineer
sued over structural defects, and an
architect sued over mechanical defects. A contractor often has no money
and insurance will not cover workmanship defects, so the plaintiff will
try to place liability on insured “deep
pockets” defendants, like engineers
and architects.

has complete control over the definition of the scope of services. Lawsuits
are often not about the design, but
about as-built construction relative to
the design and the adequacy of field
review. These topics are often ignored in the engagement letter. The
engineer should exclude responsibility for changes made without engineering approval. The number, purpose and scope of field reviews should
be defined, and expressly state that a
review is not an inspection. The

“Design professionals cannot control
whether they are sued, but they can
control their exposure and outcome by
managing risks from the outset.”
Design professionals cannot control whether they are sued, but they
can control their exposure and outcome by managing risks from the
outset. Wherever possible, an engagement letter should define a monetary
limit to exposure and limit the types
of claims. The monetary limit should
be no higher than the policy limit for
a single claim under your liability insurance. As well, you should always
exclude liability for “consequential
damages”, such as loss of profits expected from a delayed project. Damages of this kind can break your company. A sub-consultant should make
sure that any limits of liability negotiated by the prime consultant apply to
the sub-consultant.
An engineer may not be able to
negotiate the most favourable terms
for limiting liability, but the engineer

owner or contractor must be assigned
the responsibility to call for a field
review at defined stages. Too often a
field review is not called at all or is
called too late. Engineers are then
asked to provide a certification of
field review that they should not be
issuing, and often lack the resolve to
require finished work to be opened
up for review.
If you are sued or if there is even a
threat of a lawsuit, notify your insurer.
An often-overlooked benefit of insurance is that it pays the cost of defence
of any lawsuit, including frivolous lawsuits (subject to a deductible that may
apply to defence costs, depending on
the policy). Counsel appointed by
your insurer can give you guidance on
dealing with the claim. Experienced
defence counsel will know how to set
the stage for a higher award of costs

against the plaintiff if the court dismisses the claim, but those costs will
go to the insurer.
Due to the prohibitive cost of going
to trial, most claims are resolved in
mediation. Settlement often requires
a modest contribution by all defendants, regardless of fault. Buying your
way out of the lawsuit is often the most
practical and cost effective solution. If
there is no fault at all by the engineer,
the payment will be made entirely by
the insurer, as the insurer is paying to
save on its defence expense. If there is
some exposure to the engineer, the
engineer will have to contribute its
deductible.
I am often asked about recovering
the internal costs incurred by the engineer in dealing with claims. Unfortunately, Canadian law does not recognize this kind of compensation.
In conclusion, get legal advice regarding your standard engagement
letter and any engagement for significant projects. Talk to your broker to
get appropriate insurance coverage,
and look for protection under more
CCE
general project insurance.
Philip Carson,
Partner with
Miller Thomson
LLP, is based
in Calgary and
delivers solutions concerning litigation
in construction,
builders’ liens, professional negligence
and real estate disputes.
pcarson@millerthomson.com
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manufacturer case study

pumps

GRUNDFOS

Grundfos Retrofits Canada’s Largest Financial
Complex with Energy Efficient SMART Pumps

T

he iconic Toronto-Dominion (TD) Centre located in the heart of downtown Toronto consists of six
black metal steel towers and pavilion, with bronze glass. With the first two original towers designed
by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe launching in 1967 and 1969, the towers design was well ahead of its
time. Having additional tower structures added over the following decades, it is now the largest financial centre in Canada. Owned and operated by Cadillac Fairview, TD Centre
serves as TD Bank headquarters, office and retail space.
Nearly fifty years later Cadillac Fairview concluded that it was time to put
forth another great effort to achieve LEED EB: O&M (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design for Existing Buildings: Operations and Maintenance)
Platinum certification. To achieve this certification Cadillac Fairview needed to
upgrade the HVAC mechanical pumping systems in the two Mies’ towers. This
entailed replacement of the oversized, horizontal base mounted pumps. Each
pair were operating inefficiently; one was running at constant speed, with the
other on 100% standby.
Grundfos Sales Engineer, Janusz Kic, worked with consulting engineer H.H.
Angus & Associates on the system’s design and proposed that Modern Niagara
install 8 pairs of VLS series vertical inline split coupled pumps in tower one,
and 10 pairs in tower two. The VLS pumps equipped with MPC (multiple pump
control) panel variable frequency drives (VFD) were recommended for the following reasons:
• The Grundfos VLS offers a variety of sizes and configurations to meet the designer’s needs. The VLS
features replaceable wearing rings for improved efficiency, double volute casing design for longevity,
reliability, quiet operation, and a Grundfos unique Francis vane impeller design.
• The specific models selected for each zone allow the system to operate at or very near 100% of the
pump’s best efficiency point, which greatly improves the overall efficiency at part load conditions.
• All VLS pumps are fitted with premium efficiency motors that meet or exceed NEMA MG1 standards.
• The Grundfos Multi Pump Controller (MPC) is factory programmed and tested to match each pair of
pumps based on pump hydraulics, power consumption, and system requirements.
• The MPC has the ability to control pump speed, alternation and lead/lag cycling with max efficiency
dual pump operation based on system demands that is received via multi-zone sensor signals at
remote locations.
• Communication of status, critical alarms, energy usage, and operator remote control to the existing
building management system via BACnet.
• When floor space is a consideration the VLS vertical inline mounting guarantees the smallest footprint
with reduced piping, compared to the existing base mounted pumps.
• Back pull-out design with readily available and interchangeable components make for easier, costeffective servicing.
The VLS pumps prove to be the right solution for the Mies towers from the initial design approach down
to deliverance of the desired capacity. The VLS solution met Cadillac Fairview’s requirements for an
efficient right-sized compact system that’s easy to maintain. Since installation the VLS pumps have been
operating close to 70% of their full capacity at part load conditions, saving Cadillac Fairview approximately 40-50% overall compared to the original pumps. Additional savings are realized during peak
load operation with Grundfos’ modern construction and exclusive lead/lag pump max efficiency mode.
Cadillac Fairview should see a healthy return on investment earlier than expected.
Grundfos is the world’s largest manufacturer of pumps and pumping systems. Grundfos’ Canadian
headquarters is located in Oakville, Ont. 1-800-644-9599, www.grundfos.ca
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New
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Review

Asphalt concrete with recycled rubber tires, concrete with industrial byproducts, and a
cement composite are new technologies becoming available for highway engineers.

ON-LINE CATALOGUE

The new ACO Drain on-line catalogue allows
a user to seamlessly navigate the entire range
of ACO Drain solutions at the click of a
mouse. Clicking on any product in the
catalogue leads to the appropriate page on
the website, where documents such as
specification sheets or installation details can
be downloaded. Making the design process
easier and faster while ensuring correct
super-strong
product selection.
http://acodrain.us/drain-catalog.html
SUPPLIER: ACO SYSTEMS, LTD.

CANATURE WATERGROUP™ –
COMMERCIAL INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING DIVISION (CIED)

DAHUA TO UNVEIL 16MP
360-DEGREE PANORAMIC
PTZ CAMERA

STOP WATER INFILTRATION IN
ONE SIMPLE STEP WITH DENSO

NEW PUMPS CAN CUT
ENERGY COSTS BY UP TO 80%

Canature WaterGroup™’s 2017 Commercial
Water Treatment Product Catalog features
high-efficiency water treatment products
including water softeners and filters, chemical feed systems, UV disinfection systems,
dealkalizers and nitrate reduction.
Our Engineering Team is ready to assist you in
preparing a design package for the water
treatment equipment you need.
Visit our website to download our full color
118-page catalog.
www.canaturewg-cied.com
1-877-288-9888
cied@canaturewg.com
SUPPLIER: CANATURE WATER GROUP

Road erosion, premature concrete failure or
water ingress into wastewater systems? Denso’s 12” LT tape has been proven for nearly a
century to block water from accessing assets. It
won’t harden or crack and is the perfect solution for degrading concrete and persistent
water infiltration. Applied in minutes, requiring minimal surface preparation, no product
mixing and no curing, it can be buried immediately. Contact Stuart at Denso for more
information or demonstration.

Dahua Technology’s new hybrid multi-sensor
PTZ camera offers simultaneous monitoring
for a seamless 360-degree overview, while
providing the flexibility to zoom and track
objects for a detailed regional view. It incorporates eight 2MP sensors for a 360-degree
field of view without blind spots; while the
2MP integrated PTZ provides fast, pan/tilt/
zoom functionality.
www.dahuasecurity.com
SUPPLIER: DAHUA

A Grundfos pump system refurbishment can
deliver fantastic savings and performance
improvements in older buildings — even
without changes to the building envelope or
piping. Learn more at www.thinkingbuildings.ca/
grundfoscrew
SUPPLIER: GRUNDFOS

T: 416-291-3435 F: 416-291-0898
Email: stuart@densona-ca.com
Website: www.densona.com
SUPPLIER: DENSO NORTH AMERICA INC.

MACH-PROAIR™:
ENERGY CONSCIOUS,
VERSATILE VAV

Engineered to exceed the specifications for a
wide variety of Variable Air Volume (VAV) applications, the Reliable Controls® MACH-ProAir™
is a fully programmable BACnet Building Controller (B-BC) with numerous downloadable
standard codes and flexible I/O options, all
priced to meet a modest budget, as it continues
the Reliable Controls® tradition of intrinsic
simplicity, flexibility, and cost-effectiveness.
www.reliablecontrols.com/products/
controllers/MPA
SUPPLIER: RELIABLE CONTROLS
CORPORATION
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WISENET X SERIES DEFINES
THE NEW STANDARD FOR
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

Hanwha Techwin America’s Wisenet X series
offers industry leading 150dB WDR performance, clear images in extreme low light
conditions, and WiseStream II compression
technology for reduced data transfer. Other
notable key features include license-free
audio and video analytics, dual SD card slot
for increased on-board storage and image
stabilization using gyro sensors.
www.HanwhaSecurity.com
SUPPLIER: HANWHA TECHWIN AMERICA
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Please contact your account representative for full details.

AD DIMENSIONS

Live area
(no bleed)
7 x 10
15 x 10
4.625 x 10
7 x 6.75
15 x 6.75
4.625 x 7.5
10.25 x 7.5
7x5
15 x 5
3.375 x 10
4.625 x 5
2.125 x 10
7 x 3.25
3.375 x 5
7 x 2.25
2.125 x 5
4.625 x 2.5

Space Closing: May 26
Material Deadline: June 7

JUNE/JULY

2.75 x 11.125

2.625 x 10.875

10.25 x 8.125
8.25 x 5.625
16.25 x 5.625
4 x 11.125

10.25 x 8
8 x 5.5
16 x 5.5
3.875 x 10.875
Trim size
8 x 10.875
16 x 10.875
5.125 x 10.875
8 x 7.25
16 x 7.25

Bleed
8.25 x 11.125
16.25 x 11.125
5.25 x 11.125
8.25 x 7.375
16.25 x 7.375

Space Closing: April 15
Material Deadline: May 4

MAY

Space Closing: Feb 24
Material Deadline: March 8

MARCH/APRIL

Space Closing: Jan 16
Material Deadline: Jan 27

JANUARY/FEBRUARY

CLOSING DATES

(width x depth in inches)

RATES & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS 2017

2017

Featuring the Style 870 rigid coupling and line
of fittings, the Victaulic Steam System
eliminates the need to weld steam piping
with pressures up to 150 psi (1,034 kPa) and
temperatures up to 366°F (186°C). Offers
quick, simple installation and maintenance
while maintaining a safe worksite. To learn
more, visit victaulicsteam.com.
Please contact viccanada@victaulic.com with
any questions.
SUPPLIER: VICTAULIC

A. Advertiser and advertising agency assume liability for all content (including text, representation
and illustrations) of advertisements printed.
B. All advertising copy subject to approval of the Publisher.
C. Agency Commission: 15% of gross billing allowed (unless otherwise noted)
to recognized advertising agencies on space, color and position.
D. Commission is not allowed on classified & business card ads, literature reviews,
or Internet ads.
E. Accounts payable at office of publication in the billed currency.
F. Terms: net 30 days. Production costs incurred for advertisers will be charged to them.
G. Cancellations not accepted after issue close date.

WORLD’S FIRST GROOVED
PIPING SYSTEM FOR
SATURATED STEAM

For professional engineers in private practice

The national engineering
publication in Canada for
the construction industry.
The largest advertiser market
share of any engineering
magazine in Canada.
The only Canadian business
publication written exclusively
for Consulting & Specifying
Engineers.

2017
R ATE CARD & M E D IA F I LE

Our readers specif y your products!
www.canadianconsultingengineer.com
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CANADIAN CONSULTING
ENGINEER 2017 MEDIA KIT

Canadian Consulting Engineer magazine provides high quality editorial coverage of the
most pertinent and timely issues that affect
engineers across Canada. The magazine
reaches the consulting engineers who make
the critical decisions on building and construction projects. This is exactly the audience
you need to reach. Advertise your product or
service with us. Be seen and be specified!
To order your 2017 media kit, please send
along your request to Maureen Levy at
(416) 510-5111, email: mlevy@ccemag.com or
visit www.canadianconsultingengineer.com

products
Armstrong Fluid Technology’s new Tango line of pumps,
ranging from 1hp to 10hp, offer an integrated
design reducing both installation and operating costs. The pump’s hydraulic design is optimized for variable speed operation and its
motors with integrated drive and controls deliver energy efficiency, extended by the onboard intelligence. The design’s built-in parallel sensorless pump controls provide efficient
staging and built-in redundancy to deliver up
to 30% savings over traditional duty-standby approaches.
armstrongfluidtechnology.com
The new Metasys 8.1 building automation system from
Johnson Controls delivers new graphics, enhanced security
and other risk mitigating features. The new interface employs improved visualization from mobile devices. The new version uses Transport Layer Security 1.2 protocol to ensure secure, encrypted
communications. Metasys also has a new
encryption module protecting data traveling on the network. Additionally, Metasys 8.1 has achieved global BACnet Testing Laboratory
(BTL)-12 status, providing interoperability between Metasys 8.1 and any BTL-listed third-party BACnet system.
www.johnsoncontrols.com/

The Transportation Association of Canada
has released the Canadian Roundabout Design Guide providing information and guidance on the planning, design, construction,
operation, maintenance and safety of
roundabouts in Canada. The guide includes 10 chapters highlighting different categories of
roundabouts: geometric design; considerations in roundabout applications; operational analysis; safety; construction, rehabilitation and maintenance; traffic control devices and more. Priced at $169 for members ($225 for nonmembers), it is available in both print and e-book formats.
www.tac-atc.ca/en/publications
The LG Multi V 5 is the new flagship in
the company’s VRF system line-up, available from 6- to 42-tons, with a choice of
three-phase 208V-230V or 460V electrical
power as heat recovery/heat pump outdoor units. Multi V 5 addresses the impact
of pending weather changes ensuring optimal comfort for building occupants. The
unit’s fan design operates efficiently while reducing noise
levels and its smaller and lighter design reduces footprint
requirements and reduces installation costs.
www.lg-vrf.com/

professional directory
Experts in Measurement, Analysis & Control

905-826-4546
answers@hgcengineering.com
www.hgcengineering.com
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For information on placing an advertisement
in the Canadian Consulting Engineer
Professional Directory, contact Maureen Levy,
Senior Publisher, 416-510-5111,
email: mlevy@ccemag.com, or
Vince Naccarato, Sales Manager, 416-510-5118,
email: vnaccarato@ccemag.com
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Advertiser
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Email

Telephone

Website

info@acocan.ca

877-226-4255

www.acocan.ca

ACO Systems Ltd.

26

Amec Foster Wheeler

21

Canadian Precast Concrete Institute

40

info@cpci.ca

Canature WaterGroup Commercial/
Industrial Division (CIED)

13

cied@canaturewg.com

Dahua Technology USA

39

sales.usa@global.dahuatech.com

949-679-7777

www.dahuasecurity.com

sales@densona.com

416-291-3435

www.densona.com

amecfw.com
1-613-232-2619

cpci.ca
canaturewg-cied.com

Denso

8, 23

Festo

20

festo.canada@ca.festo.com

1 877 463 3786

www.festo.ca

KSB

29

ksbcanada@ksbcanada.com

905-568-9200

www.ksb.ca

Reliable Control Corporation

5

info@reliablecontrols.com

(250) 475-2036

www.reliablecontrols.com

Samsung

7

Tetra Tech

2

charlie.macpherson@tetratech.com

1-626-470-2439

www.tetratech.com

Victaulic Canada

27

viccanada@victaulic.com

1-905-884-7444

www.victaulic.com

Manufactuers Case Study

Grundfos

Pg#

34

www.HanwhaSecurity.com

Title

Telephone

Grundfos Retrofits Canada’s Largest
Financial Complex with Energy
Efficient SMART Pumps

FREE SUBSCRIPTION
*available to qualified readers.

SIGN UP ON-LINE AT
www.CanadianConsultingEngineer.com/Subscribe

Website

1-800-644-9599

www.grundfos.ca

I wish to receive/continue to receive
Canadian Consulting Engineer magazine (7 times a year)
Select your format:
Digital
Print
Both
Canadian Consulting Engineer Weekly E-Newsletter

OR
SIGN, COMPLETE AND SEND THIS FORM
By fax to: 416-510-6875
By mail to: C
 anadian Consulting Engineer,
80 Valleybrook Drive, Toronto, ON, Canada, M3B 2S9

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
I am engaged in the following
Professional Engineer in a consulting engineering practice

Name___________________________________________________________________________________
Title____________________________________________________________________________________
Company________________________________________________________________________________
Address_________________________________________________________________________________
City_________________________________ Province________ Postal Code_______________________
Telephone (

)___________________________ Fax (

)_____________________________

E-Mail___________________________________________________________________________________

S pecification Writer in a consulting engineering firm, architect or
architectural firm, government department or development company
Engineering Technologist/Technician in a consulting engineering firm
Other (Please specify)_________________________________________
Engineering discipline (Check one box only)
Civil
Structural
Mechanical
Electrical
Other (Please specify)_________________________________________

Signature_____________________________________ Date_____________________________________
Contact: Barbara Adelt, badelt@annexnewcom.ca, Tel. 416-442-5600 x3546
March/April 2017
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conversations

Interview

A new book examines mentoring in the Canadian consulting engineering
profession based on conversations with people from all generations.

The Gift of Time

B

ryan Leach retired in 2009 after
a 36-year career as a professional
engineer in the consulting engineering business. Leach has since
launched Imparando Consulting Ltd.
in Calgary, focused on helping organizations with workplace training initiatives. Now he has written a soon-tobe-launched book, Mentoring—Generational Perspectives. Over two years
Leach studied mentoring in the consulting engineering industry, conducting in-depth interviews with 53
individuals (16 baby boomers, 18
genXers, and 19 millennials) from
eight companies in Western Canada.
We spoke with him to find out more:

What led you to write this book?
I’ve always been very passionate about
mentoring, and even though I’ve
been retired for seven years, I still
mentor a broad cross-section of individuals. So I thought, wouldn’t it be
interesting to write a book on mentoring. And everybody is talking about
the different generations in the workplace, and the different expectations
of different generations, so that led to
looking at mentoring from a generational perspective.
How do you define mentoring?
It’s passing on knowledge, advice and
guidance from one generation to another. In the consulting engineering
industry, where everybody is very technically driven, you would think that
most mentoring would be around
technical issues, but that’s actually not
the case. People seek guidance across
a variety of categories: technical issues, business issues, dealing with
people, career advancement, organizational behaviour and life issues.
How formal were the mentoring programs you studied?
One company had a very structured
program managed by the HR depart38
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ment. At the next level
down, there was an expectation within the
companies that employees would find a mentor, either assigned or on their own.
At the bottom end, where mentoring is very informal, it was only an
implicit expectation on the part of the
senior members of the office that they
would mentor the younger people.
Which programs perform better?
Based on the interviews I did, the
general sense is that formal mentoring programs are not as efficient as
informal ones.
For young people in formal programs where mentors are assigned,
they talk about the relationships
being mechanical, forced, and they
often don’t last very long or aren’t very
meaningful. Informal relationships
often develop organically, and they
tend to be more meaningful.
There is a spectrum of programs
out there and every company has to
find its sweet spot, and that will depend upon the culture of the company. But as with any initiative, it has to
come from the top, and senior people
have to walk the talk.
Who benefits from mentoring?
Everybody involved in a mentoring
relationship benefits. The boomers
enjoy the interaction with younger
people, and they find it’s a wonderful
indirect way of getting feedback on
how the management is doing. They
also learn a lot, especially with respect
to new technologies and new ways of
doing things.
Mentees, if they’re in a good mentoring relationship, feel it accelerates
their career growth, and they see it as
providing them with opportunities
for advancement that maybe they
wouldn’t have otherwise been exposed to.

Bryan Leach, P.Eng., author of Mentoring —
Generational Perspectives

How does the organization benefit?
For companies, having a recognized
mentoring program not only reduces
staff turnover, but it’s also a recruiting
benefit. Also, if you can get your junior staff up to speed and taking on
more responsibility more quickly as a
result of regular mentoring, there’s
an indirect financial benefit to the
company. So many of the benefits are
intangible and hard to measure,
which is a challenge for this industry.
What are the real costs to an organization?
It’s time. The business model for consulting is selling your time, and mentoring is not chargeable time. Some
formal programs have charge numbers for the mentoring time and have
targets for time spent on mentoring.
A lot of mentoring also happens indirectly on the job. But a lot of really
active mentoring actually takes place
outside of normal working hours.
Any final words on mentoring?
We live in this world where everybody
has to be busy. To me, mentoring is all
about giving somebody the gift of
time, sharing all of those years of accumulated skill, knowledge and experience that you’ve acquired. The other
big issue with mentoring for companies is, as my generation retires, think
about how much accumulated skill,
knowledge and experience is going
out the door of your business?  CCE
To find Mentoring- Generational Perspectives contact Bryan Leach at bryleach@
telusplanet.net.
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PRECAST CONCRETE ACCELERATED
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGE OUT–OF–A–BOX MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

Hodder Avenue Underpass, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Owner: Ministry of Transportation of Ontario
Engineer: Hatch Mott MacDonald, Mississauga, General Contractor: Teranorth Construction, Sudbury

THE BENEFITS OF PRECAST CONCRETE ACCELERATED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
• Faster speed of construction
• Reduced traffic disruptions
• Lowest Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)
• Plant manufactured improved quality
• Less formwork and associated safety issues

• Effective use of UHPC & precast concrete
engineering
• Unique design of pier cap and joints with
UHPC use
• Stay-in-place pier column form with UHPC use
• Enhanced quality, durability and aesthetics
• CPCI Certified Quality Assurance
.ca

For more information on precast concrete modular bridge construction email CPCI at helpdesk@cpci.ca

Member
TF: 877.937.2724
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For your free copy of Guidelines For Precast Concrete
Accelerated Bridge Construction Using Precast/
Prestressed Concrete Elements
Visit www.cpci.ca/publications
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